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Introduction to performance testing:

Performance testing is an non functional type testing to determine the system responsiveness like speed, stability, reliability and scalabity
With the help of this performance tools we were testing the performace of the application

here in this performance testing we will capture the requests which were send to the server

in the performance testing we usually concentrate about requests sending to the server and the response which we are getting from the server means we simply click on go button in the browser which will send a request to the server where in ther performance testing we will concentrate how many time my server will takes to give response to the generated request

now a days most of the organizations were concentrating on performance testing and generally the 
if at all 100 users were accessing my application whether the reponse time for all the users 100users

once after conducting system testing successfully then only we will go to performance testing and before going to the production enviromnet we will conduct this performance testing

goals of performance testing:
there were various factors which we need to consider while doing performance testing but below are the main goals to conduct a performace test

	to check the system response time during expected load conditions

system behavior during unexpected load conditions
	to find the through put value

to find the source of performance problems
we will verify what parts of application perform poorly under which condtions

pre requisites of performance testing : there were certain preconditions which we need to follow before staring this performance testing for an application
	application is stable and application is defect free: once we performed the system testing successfully and if we close all those bugs means then it wil be defect 
	inorder to conduct the performance testing means we need have a similar production environment setup
	no other testing need to be conducted on the application while conducting this performance testing
	performance testing is conducted for an application before going to live or production

performance test plan
	test data preparation: 500Users login scenario : it means before conducting performance testing we need to prepare required test data


now adays most of the people were going for either Jmeter or LR inorder to conduct their performance testing

JMeter : open source
For analyzing test results we need to do more research on this

LoadRunner: commercial s/w
For analzing test results simple options available

Load testing process:
			Test planning
			Analysis AUT
			Setup of test environment
			Prepare a sample script: using the record option available 
			Enhance prepared script
			Execute that script with various loads
			Analyse the results for those executed scripts

Types of performance testing:
Load testing:  is performed to test the application behavior at various load levels within its acceptable limits and here in load testing we will focus on “Response Time”
Stress testing: is performed to findout the breakpoint where the application performance varieis 
Soak/endurance testing: is performed to determine if the application can handle continous loads for an extended period of time 
Volume testing: is performed to determine the application performance against sudden user increase
scalability testing:  is performed to measure system capabability to scale up

example for load testing : login scenario: 5users, 10users, 25users , 50 users, 100users….

Login scenario with 5users, 10users, 1000users

Response time: the total time taken by a server to process a request is called as 
Throughput: the volume of data received by client machine from the server
Load:  no of concurrent users accessing the application at a given point of time









Try to download LR using below URL:

http://www8.hp.com/in/en/software-solutions/software.html?compURI=1175451#" http://www8.hp.com/in/en/software-solutions/software.html?compURI=1175451#

Components in LoadRunner:

	VuGen(Virtual User generator): the purpose of Vugen is to create scripts for single user and we can enhance the prepared script in such a way we can run for multiple users(5,10,50,100,500..)


Example: assume we prepared one script for login to app in QTP we are enhancing the script means we are adding code related to data driven testing to run the same script for multiple users

	Controller: the purpose of this controller is to run the load test and to monitor the server during the load test execution


	Analysis: analysis will be used to analyse the results and create graphs and reports to present the performance test result


VuGen overview:

How we were performing record option in QTP the most similar we will perform the record option in VuGen but the main difference we will observe in Vugen it wil capture the requests which we sent to the server
When we perform record option in Vugen generally it will capture the requests sent to the server and Vugen wil record scripts for only windows OS only
Using Vugen we not only record the script and even we can playback the recorded script generally why we are running the script for debugging the test

How to create a Vuser Script- workflow:
	Record a basic vuser script

Enhance the test  script
Configure run time setting
Run the vuser 

How to launch this VuGen:
All programs >> LoadRunner >> applications >> select Virtual User Generator >> it will display Virtual user generator start page

By defaultly all the options(start recording, play, pause, stop etc) were in the disabled mode

We need to create a new test case then only we can see all the above options
When we select new file it is displaying some kind of protocol to the script so assume that we don’t know what to select from those options???
Then how can we proceed further means with the help of protocol advisor

What is protocol advisor:
Based on the inputs we have given it will suggest the desired protocol for the application


Where can we find this???

Goto file >> below open >> protocol advisor >> analyse the app >> it will display a new popup and the title is protocol advisor 

Below are the various sections available under this protocol advisor: 
	Application type : 2 options internet application, win32 bit application

If the application whatever we were testing on the browser then we will select internet application, if at all we were testing some kind of skpe, then we wil go for win 32 application
	Program to analyse: means on which we want to analyse the test it means on browser or something else as in the application type we have selected internet application so here we will choose internet explorer
	url address: for which application you want to test

working directory:
	if we click on ok button then it will open a new browser in which it will open the specified URL and it will capture all the events and at last if we click on stop button then it will redirect to Vugen page and in the page it is displaying as protocol advisor type of application and implemented url and suggested protocols so from any one of the suggested protocols we will start preparing the script generally if our application is a web based application then 99% of cases we usually select “ Web (HTTP/HTML)” protocol


once a new test case got created means we have 3 different panes 
	task pane: the task pane displays a list of tasks required inorder to create a test script, generally this tasks were divided into 5sections recording, replay, enhance, prepare for load and finish

script section: every vuser script contains 3 different sections they were vuser_init, actions, vuser_end
example: banking application 3scenarios 1st money transfert, 2nd verifying account summary , 3rd updating contact info

inroder to perform all these 3things means we need to login and we need to logout 3 times so instead of doing in such  away., the login we are keeping in Init section and logout we were keeping in end section and money transfer, verify account summary and updating contact info we will create 3 different for them


	actions block: will show the script 


recording options: 
tools >> recording options >> recording tab 

generally we have 2types of recording available in LR:
	html mode: the size of script is small : each user action is captured as a separate request

url mode: the size of the script is large
how can we perform a simple recording: click on start record button and it wil open a new window which is similar to that of the protocol advisor window

Logs:
	replay log: whenever we were executing the script whatever the log it is generating which we can se under the reply log means we can see  whether the test script is passed or failed

recording log: this recording log wil displays messages during the recording operation
generating log
correlation log
the objective of reply button is we will cross check whether the recorded script is working or not
here we have one option called as runtime viewer using which we can capture the screenshots while executing the test script
how can we enable this one means??? Goto tools >> general options >> goto display >> check the checkbox “show runtime viewer during replay”

how to enhance the recorded script???

	Parameterization: 

Example: assume that we recorded on script with murthy credentials and I shared to the script to some one so before executing the script that person need to search for the entire test script where is the uid and where exactly pswd is so that he can replace his credentials there. So this parameterization will he helpful for such cases
How can we create a parameter:
Select the text simply right on that text and goto replace with a parameter option and give a valid name for that parameter and type is of file only and click on save button
	Correlation:

Example: try to record two scripts a small script for a login and flight reservation and verify and then logout  and save those scripts
We can handle the dynamic values present in the recorded script so because of these dynamically changing values whatever script we have recorded will fail in some cases why because at the very 1st time it is generating one id which is while recording and when we try to execute that our script will fail why because the value got changed in application so inroder to handle this dynamically changing values we usually go for this correlation
	Manual correlation: if we implement that function manually 

Automatic correlation: if we implement that function using some option in LR which we cal it as 
Generally the correlation function is “web_reg_save_param”

As we already identified the dynamically changing value in our script lets try to analyse whether it is dynamically changining or not and inorder to implement correlation means we need to follow few steps

Windif tool: window difference in which we can identify the differences between two test scripts

Inorder to understand which value is changing dynamically with the help of this windif tool we usually compare two test cases

So finally with the help of this windiff tool we identified that which value we need to correlate..

How can we correlate???


various components of LR:

Vugen : preparing scripts
Controller: execute the scripts
Analysis: analyse the test results

Introduction to vugen
Types of recording
Recording settings
Protocol advisor
Reply vuser script
Parameterization
Correlation
Logs
Controller
Analysis

Scenario: and we saved that test case with a name ktest1
Open the application
Login to application
Goto user creation page, fil the mandatory fields 
Click on save button without entering any information
Click on logout link
Whenever we installed that LR we will get one sample application and even we can work on that sample application in LR also..
Where can we see that sample application means : 
LR >> samples >> web >> application and hp server will display >> simply select that one and click on that tours application

But it will through an error message without opening application so inroder to open that application means we have server option is there simply start that one inroder to login to that application means simply click on signup now and create a new account

Scenario: record a script for the web tours application try to login to application, goto flight tab and book a ticket under that, and verify whether the ticket got booked or not and logout from the application
As we recorded the script goto the application manually and try to delete the record which was entered while recording..
Lets try to click on replay button and cross check whether script is running or not
When we execute the test script as we were sending requests to the server then it will crate a new user or else it will book a ticket in the application

